This is a lesson series and daily assessment for learning should determine the
pace for your students to move through this sequence. Multiple models of
multiplication can be modelled, practised and used independently by our students
(Model of Gradual Release). These concepts should be experienced concretely,
pictorially and abstractly. A number of real-world contexts can be interwoven
into instruction. Although the focus of this series is on the array, or area model,
other models include skip counting, repeat addition, repeat measurement and
groups of.
1. To create an array context, use a quilt, or one of these books:
Going on an array
scavenger hunt around
the classroom, or
school, is also a
fantastic way to find arrays (book
shelves, bulletin boards, icons on a
desktop screen, on clothing....)
As you read the book, or find examples in the classroom, pause and discuss the
math you find:
*estimating
*adding
*measurement - length, width, area
*skip counting / multiples
*repeat adding / multiplication
*rows of / multiplication
2. Build an array to match your context, or story. For example, if we build an
array of ants marching with 12 tiles, what would it look like? Have students build
various models of the 12 ants.... and connect the array vocabulary and numbers
as you build these stories.
We count the rows horizontally

3. Build a variety of stories, within various contexts and discuss examples and
non-examples:

3 rows of 4
or 3 x 4 = 12

Why is this
not an array?

Key idea: Arrays are arranged in horizontal rows and include an equal number of
items within each row.
4. Once students understand what the array model is, we can introduce the
commutative property. For example 3 rows of 4 = 4 rows of 3. Both of these
arrays give us a product of 12, but they do look different and may be different in
context.

Students can make these cards, or call Cheryl for photocopies of cards...
5. Finding all of the factors of 12 can be presented as a question. What are all of
the ways that ants could march in equal rows, if we have 12 ants in all? Students
solve this problem, representing it concretely, pictorially and abstractly.
(1 x 12, 12 x 1, 2 x 6, 6 x 2, 3 x 4, 4 x 3) so 12 is a composite number! (prime)
Students should be able to use the following math terms with familiarity: array,
factor, product, ___rows with ___ in each row. (aire, facteur, produit, ___rangees
avec ___ dans chaque rangee).

6. Students must also be introduced to the idea of thinking flexibly with these
arrays - very connected to partitioning in addition. This will lead into the
distributive property / partial products with 2-digit numbers.
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Include doubling and halving in these discussions and examples. When students
build the models of doubling and halving, including the dimensions and changes in
length and width of the rectangles allows students to concretely visualize the
effects of doubling and halving arrays. Make connections to area /perimeter too!

When using the distributive property, only one of the two factors can be changed.
We must respect, either the number of rows, or the number of items in each
row. WE CANNOT CHANGE BOTH THE NUMBER OF ROWS AND THE
NUMBER IN EACH ROW AND RESPECT THE ARRAY MODEL.

7. To practice drawing arrays (pictorial and abstract representations) - play the
following game:
Player 1 rolls the dice and states the array that they will build from the factors
rolled. Once they have said, 3 rows of 4 equals 12, for example, they highlight the
array on graph paper. The second player then rolls, states their array and draws it
on the same graph paper. The arrays must touch a previously drawn array. Play
continues to fill the graph paper. The winner is the player who draws the last
array on the graph paper.

8. Once students are familiar with building multiplication arrays, arrays can be
used to connect multiplication and division, through number stories.
(3 and 4 are the factors/dimensions and 12 is the product.) AND when we divide,
we can create inverse operation division stories:
If 12 ants march in 3 equal rows, how many ants will be in each row?

We relate the terms of multiplication to division.
12 is the dividend and 3 is the divisor, while 4 is the quotient. (dividende, diviseur
et quotient).
So 12 ants in 3 equal rows march with 4 ants in each row.

9. Students can now create fact families of these inverse operations:

10. Students can then create or choose array cards and make multiplication /
division and fact family stories about them.

5 x 6 = 30
11. The arrays can be an excellent concrete and pictorial, visual image of
connecting multiplication to division.
Division is the equal sharing of a quantity - equal sharing of the number of items
in each row.

12. Now we can use this array work for larger numbers, including double-digit
numbers and begin to use what we know about the distributive property and
partial products to build concretely / pictorially long division.
Example 1: a. If 63 ants were marching in 7 rows, how many would be in each
row? To answer, draw the array, then write a fact family, using doubling...

b. Using partial products, remove parts of the array, subtracting it from the total
number of ants.... we knew from the fact family that 7 rows with 4 in each row
equals 28. Once we subtract 7 x 4 or 28,
we are left with 35 ants.
We track the number in each row
subtracted on the side.

c. Continuing to use partial products and our fact family, we can subtract another
7 rows with 4 in each row (28). 35 ants subtract another 28 ants equals 7 ants.
We track the number in each row subtracted
again on the side.

d. Continuing to use partial products and our fact family, we can subtract another
7 rows with 1 in each row (7). 7 ants subtract 7 ants equals 0.
We track the number in each row subtracted
again on the side.

e. Now that all of the ants in each row have been shared equally, we can tally the
total numbers in each row to determine our quotient. (4 + 4 + 1 = 9)
7 rows of 9 ants equals 63, which allows us to use multiplication to verify our
division.

Example 2: -Double-digit using a pictorial representation (same steps as above).

Example 3 - with a remainder - Discuss how
students will know visually that there will be
a remainder as part of this quotient?
Division is not a perfect inverse operation
with multiplication when we have a
remainder, which occurs the majority of the
time! The array model helps us show students how when dividing, we can get
close with multiplication, but may have a quantity less than the divisor remaining.
Example 4 - "long division" using an array model - abstract representation
Once students have concretely and pictorially solved division problems, they can

make sense of the "steps" of long
division as they proceed to the abstract
and algorithm.

***Let your students conclude that the larger number of items in each row that I
subtract at a time (the larger partial product) allows me to work more efficiently
and accurately as a mathematician. Also, let your student mathematicians explain
the algorithm to you - before you "let" them use it!
Thanks to Kelly at Aspen and Nicole and her class at Puntledge for all their help!

An array for a
baby snake!

Turning a
multiplication array
into a division
question

Patterns we noted
with arrays of 5... what
divisibility rule can you
find?

